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FACT’s SPRING CONFERENCE
Cardiff Law School
Museum Avenue, Cardiff CF10 3AX
Saturday 30th May 2015

Why and Whither Wrongful Accusations of Abuse

In co-operation with the School of Law, University of Cardiff
The morning session is primarily for members to have an opportunity to talk to each other informally over
coffee and then in small group discussions, and to offer mutual support. The buffet lunch and afternoon
presentations are opened up to others though anyone who wants to attend should notify us in advance.

PROGRAMME
(Subject to change)
10:00 – 11:00

Registration and Reception (Coffee/Tea)

11:00 – 12:00

‘How Partners, Families and Friends are Affected by False Allegations of Abuse’
Small group discussions.

12:00 – 13:00

Buffet Lunch

3:00 – 14:00

Professor Felicity Goodyear-Smith (University of Auckland, New Zealand)
‘Why Would Anyone Make a False Allegation?’

14:00 – 15:00

Dr Dennis Eady, Holly Greenwood, and Professor Julie Price (Cardiff Law School)
‘The Cardiff Innocence Project, the “Lurking Doubt” Campaign,
and Historical Abuse Cases.’

15:00 – 15:30

Tea/Coffee Break

15:30 – 17:00

Panel Discussion with Contributions and Questions from the Audience
‘Reducing False Allegations, Reducing their Harms’

If you wish to attend please notify one of the following
with your FACT membership number and/or your contact details as soon as possible
FACT Secretary : Email: sec@factuk.org
Dr Ros Burnett: Email: ros.burnett@crim.ox.ac.uk
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A Cordial Reminder
Annual Membership Subscriptions are now due.
Individual Membership is £20 & £30 for a couple. Associates £20.
Payment by BACS: Santander Account: 98614484, Sort Code: 090154.
By cheque payable to Falsely Accused Carers & Teachers and posted to:
The Treasurer, FACT, 83 Ducie Street, Manchester M1 2JQ
(Please write your name/address on the back of your cheque)
Full details & membership forms may be found at www.factuk.org
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FACTually Speaking
I apologise that this edition of FACTion is late due to a very
busy Christmas. Must do better!

Many of us are probably not surprised to learn that
the USA’s CIA used torture on those ‘it thought’ were
terrorists following the attacks on the Twin Towers in
New York. Unsurprised and probably disappointed. If
proven this would constitute a clear breach of
international law.
We live in a world where human rights are frequently
ignored. Women are often regarded as second class
citizens raped and exploited. Children are made to
fight for terrorist clans. Girls are forced to marry. In
the East and in Africa the gay community is hounded
and imprisoned. We in the West claim to have higher
ideals, yet we are also aware of the many extremist
political groups which show scant regard for
‘foreigners’ and minorities. It is frightening that such
groups attract so many followers from within
Western society.
The UK celebrates a heritage of human rights and a
major role in the destruction of some of the foulest
political movements in the history of mankind. We
laugh at the rhetoric of petty dictators in Africa and
North Korea and are suspicious of what is happening
in China, yet we suddenly find that the events
following 9/11 reflect a darker side to the character
and politics of what we regard as the civilised world.
The rule of law should never belong to either the rich
or the powerful. This is why it is important that those
in positions of influence should be indicted and face
the rule of law should it be shown that they have
cases to answer. If this is not done then the whole
basis for the system of law in the West is
undermined, including the foundations of our legal
system since Magna Carta. There is no issue more
likely to reduce people’s understanding and respect
for the rule of law than a failure to act against those
who were complicit in torture. It is to be hoped that
those who have been involved in illegal torture will
face prosecution. If necessary such prosecutions
must be of those who have served in the highest
offices of state.
FACT is all about justice, which must be even-handed
and impartial. Our position will make us especially
unpopular in the prevailing climate. It takes guts to
stand against the tsunami which has been generated
by some politicians and certain interest groups.
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At the time of writing Western Europe is reeling at
the news of the murders in the offices of Charlie
Hebdo in Paris. I guess Charlie Hebdo is somewhat
similar to our own Private Eye insofar as it uses satire
to identify and ridicule pomposity, injustice and the
misuse of power. In the case of the cartoonists at
Charlie Hebdo, they teased Islam. In the past they
have identified hypocrisies in Catholicism and
Judaism as well, for religions are powerful
components of our heritage and culture and can be
extremely dangerous in the wrong hands as the
events in Paris testify.
Following the murders, the people of Europe have
cried out, “Je suis Charlie” – “I am Charlie”. I think
individuals have understood this in a variety of ways
but I should like to suggest that it is a profound
message to FACT members, their families and their
supporters. It is for us a cry for freedom to be
unfettered in our cause against miscarriages of
justice and false accusation. It is a call for the right to
question fallacies about the nature of allegations
regarding sexual abuse.
There are those who would have us silenced and they
taunt us by the accusation that we are apologists for
paedophilia and that we provide a hiding place for
the guilty. They have not read FACT’s Constitution!
These people are clearly damaged for they make it
their business to troll our Twitter site and to seek to
infiltrate our website. Yet what they fail to admit is
the gradual erosion of many of our former legal
rights and appreciations, such as an understanding
that one is innocent until proven guilty and the
diminution of legal aid. They fail to address the
notion that some (not all) accusations of sexual
misconduct against those in a position of trust are
false.
They stem from innocent misunderstandings, false
memory, revenge, a grievance, mental illness, the
desire for compensation and lies. In the stampede
towards an official examination of child abuse over
the past 50 years I do hope some time will be given
over to an awareness that not all accusations are
factual. Sadly, I think I am going to be disappointed.
Quite recently a retired priest contacted FACT via our
Helpline and I was amazed by his story. He was
subject to an accusation of historic abuse in a
previous parish. The police arrived at his home in the
early hours and he was arrested and taken to the
police station where the custody sergeant made it
quite clear what his attitude was to clergy who had
sexually abused children. Fortunately this particular
clergyman was able to speak up for himself,
reminding the officer of his right to be regarded as
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innocent. He demanded that the contents of the
conversation be recorded as he viewed it as most
improper.

What I find amazing in Sir Cliff’s case is a story
reported on 9th January in the online version of The
Guardian that:

Judging from what I was told, there seemed to be
little evidence other than an accusation. There could
be no DNA or physical evidence, let alone third-party
corroboration.
It seemed that this was a horse which will not run,
yet damage has already been done to this man’s
reputation and his family life. Who knows what will
happen should he apply for a DBS check?
I wonder if the police will be turning up at HRH
Prince Andrew’s home to arrest him in the early
hours for the allegations made against him in the
USA? Will he be deported? Perhaps they will be
informing the BBC too so that helicopters with
cameras can be ready to film over the Palace!
I understand there is the possibility that Sir Cliff
Richard will be in a position to sue both the police
and the BBC for the way he has been treated. I hope
this will attract a great deal of publicity as it shows
how rights are frequently disregarded in many
situations of interest to FACT’s work.

“The BBC is understood to have submitted its
controversial coverage of the police raid on
Sir Cliff Richard’s home for the scoop of the
year prize at this year’s Royal Television
Society journalism awards.”
www.guardian.com

It seems the world has gone mad!
This year most of us will be in positions where we
can talk to parliamentary candidates as they seek our
vote at the General Election on 5th May. This is an
ideal opportunity for FACT members to quiz
candidates on their attitudes towards the way the
legal system is developing in this country as a result
of the moral panic which has gripped society since
Savile and Rotherham.
I hope you will attend hustings, political meetings
and answer the door to the various candidates
if/when they call and make your voice heard. This is
important as justice – true justice is being crippled.
I wish you a very happy, healthy and just New Year.
Mark
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Talk with your
Prospective Parliamentary Candidates
about FACT & its vital work for Justice!
Helpline 0843 289 2016
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7 Questions for Wannabe
Members of Parliament
It’s the season for prospective parliamentary candidates and their agents to come knocking on your door
promising the earth to get your vote. We hope FACT members and supporters will ask them some searching
questions and make them aware of FACT’s work. You may like to
give them our website address or pass on a
copy of FACTion. The FACTion editor is always looks for new political contributors and readers!
I asked FACT’s National Committee to suggest areas for discussion which you may like to mention to your
political visitors…
What is their view on the new guidelines as put forward in the so-called DPP “toolkit” regarding the
police/CPS treating rape suspects as guilty unless they have proof that the complainant had given permission to
have sex, or was able to give permission (e.g. not drunk or under the influence of drugs)? Does this reverse the
understanding of one’s ‘innocence until proven guilty’ ?
2) A big thing at the moment is of course the anonymity question and whether candidates are supportive of this
for the accused. The question of anonymity for the accuser and not the accused could of course effect the
outcome of a trial as police could no longer trawl the media for potential further claimants. Would they support
a change in the law giving anonymity until charges have been made? Would they consider the removal of
anonymity for the accuser if the accused is found innocent?
3) The article in this edition about the ordeal faced by the Booths makes clear the unfairness of huge legal
defence costs despite being found innocent. Similarly, the case of Victor Nealon, who spent 17 years in prison
for a crime he didn’t commit and is not to be awarded any compensation, despite having lost his freedom, his
family and his job. Surely this is a gross injustice by the State?
4) Regarding the Panel looking into Historic claims of Child Sexual Abuse: Why is there no representative
examining false claims (e.g. from an appropriate organisation, specialist barrister or university law school, &c.)?
5) What is the candidate’s view on the current moral panic regarding child sexual abuse and the hysteria which
has led to people being attacked (murdered in the case of Bijan Ebrahimi in Bristol), making some parents overprotective, children taught to fear adults , and the erosion of the idea that one is ‘innocent until proven guilty’?

“Some 300 school staff
who live with someone
with a conviction for a
violent or sexual crime
face disqualification,
says public sector union,
Unison.” BBC News

6) The UK’s place in Europe is a hot topic. Many lawyers regard the European
Court of Human Rights as a valuable ‘back stop’ guarding the rights of citizens
in this country. You may disagree but you should ask your political wannabe
his/her opinion.
7) “
re a primary teacher, I might now be on gardening leave thanks to
the lat
See:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/362919/Keeping_children_safe_in_education_childcare_disqualification_re
quirements_-_supplementary_advice.pdf
and: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-30897127

How did this get through? I would like to know prospective candidates’ responses and proposals re this matter
Let the Editor know of any interesting, unusual or strange responses.

Election Day graphic: © 2015 David Catillo Dominic. Courtesy of FreeDigitalPhotos.net
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Won Your Appeal? … No Compensation!
by Alex Cavendish
Prison UK: an Insider's View
There comes a time when even the names
of some of our public bodies are so
inappropriate as to be verging on the
ridiculous. George Orwell, in his dystopian
novel Nineteen Eighty-Four, spotted this
trend long ago.
Recognising perceptively that powerful,
authoritarian organisations have a
tendency to conceal their real objectives behind
euphemistic titles, Orwell dubbed the oppressive
interior ministry apparatus that crushed all dissent
through treachery, torture and execution – and was
home to the infamous Room 101 – the Ministry of
Love (or the ‘MiniLuv’, as it was known in
Newspeak). I wonder what George would have made
of our so-called Ministry of Justice (MoJ) – or
perhaps we could start calling it the ‘MiniJust’. It
might even catch on.
One of the latest – and arguably most unjust – costcutting measures being imposed by the MoJ is to
deny any compensation to practically all ex-prisoners
whose convictions have been quashed by the Court
of Appeal. Victims of serious miscarriages of justice
are now starting to discover that no matter how
many years they may have served of undeserved
prison sentences for crimes they didn’t commit, the
likelihood is that they will leave jail without the
prospect of a penny piece to compensate them for
their ruined lives and lost years of freedom, let alone
for their lost homes, families, jobs, reputation and
income.
Sadly, miscarriages of justice are nothing new in the
UK. However, at least in the past when a prisoner
had his or her conviction quashed by the Court of
Appeal – usually after new evidence had come to
light or official wrongdoing exposed – the state
accepted that a reasonable level of financial
compensation, paid to the victim from public funds,
would be appropriate to mark the years of unjust
incarceration, as well as the very real material losses
that wrongful convictions can often involve.
Back in 1992 Stefan Kiszko had his conviction
quashed for the sexually-motivated murder of 11year old Lesley Moleseed after forensic medical
evidence – which had been withheld from the
defence at the time of his trial in 1976 – conclusively
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proved he could not have been the killer.
Having already served 16 years inside
being mistreated to the point he became
so mentally ill that it had been
recommended he be transferred to
Broadmoor or another secure psychiatric
hospital, Mr Kiszko was released. The real
murderer, Ronald Crastree, would not be
apprehended until 2006, during which time
he had reoffended – a very important
reminder of why miscarriages of justice
should matter to everyone.
By any measure, the Kiszko case was a shocking
wrongful conviction, from which no-one – with the
possible exception of Mr Kiszko’s elderly mother
who had been a lone voice campaigning on her son’s
behalf for many years – really emerged with any
credit. In recognition of the years he had spent in
prison, he was awarded £500,000. He actually
received very little of this money since he died in
1994 before the main payment had even been made
to him. Presumably, the Treasury pocketed the
remaining compensation.
If the Kiszko case had occurred these days, however,
it’s unlikely that Mr Kiszko would have received a
penny for the 16 long years he’d spent banged-up in
appalling conditions – at least not on Chris Grayling’s
watch. Even when the Court of Appeal (or the
Supreme Court) has quashed a conviction, it is left
up to the Secretary of State, sitting somewhere on
the upper floors of the ‘MiniJust’, to decide whether
the victim of a miscarriage of justice is deserving of
any compensation under the Criminal Justice Act
(1988). It seems that as things stand, unless an
alternative perpetrator has been convicted, or has
confessed to the crime, the ex-prisoner who has
been freed from prison won’t be getting a cent,
regardless of how long they may have served in the
nick.
The Birmingham Six – released from life sentences
after their convictions had been quashed in 1991 –
each received compensation payments ranging from
£840,000 to £1.2 million, although they were still
made to wait until 2001 before they got the cash.
Again, had such a miscarriage occurred today, it is
unlikely that these men would have received any
financial recompense for their terrible ordeal,
neither in all likelihood would the Guildford Four or
any of the other victims of serious miscarriages of
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justice from the 1970s
through to the 1990s.
In part, this is due to the
last Labour government’s
decision back in 2006 to
scrap ex gratia payments
to victims of miscarriages
of justice. Last year the new Antisocial Behaviour,
Crime and Policing Act made it even less likely that
any compensation will be paid to those whose
convictions have been quashed by the higher courts.
The current test is that victims of wrongful
convictions have to show “beyond reasonable
doubt” that they are factually innocent – a very high
bar for almost anyone to reach unless someone else
has been convicted of the same offence, which can
be very unlikely particularly years after the original
police investigation and trial.
The practical results of this policy can be seen in a
recent notorious miscarriage of justice case – that of
former postman Victor Nealon who served 17 years
in prison after having been convicted of the rape of a
17-year old girl in 1996. Although he was given life
with a minimum tariff of seven years by the judge,
he served an extra decade on top precisely because
he always maintained his innocence of the rape and
therefore stood little or no chance of convincing the
Parole Board he should be released on licence.
His ordeal ended in December 2013 with the
quashing of his conviction when new DNA evidence
suggested that another man had been responsible
for the attack – an unknown perpetrator whose DNA
is not in the police database. Despite last ditch
efforts by the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS),
which had steadfastly rejected the new evidence as
being capable of exonerating Mr Nealon, the Court
of Appeal did quash his conviction as being unsafe.
Mr Nealon was released from prison having lost
pretty much everything: his partner had left him and
following the deaths of members of his family he
was homeless. On leaving HMP Wakefield in December 2013 he was given the standard £46 discharge
grant and ended up on the streets until he was put
up in a B&B by supporters.
Unsurprisingly, there was an expectation that he
would receive compensation for the 17 years he’d
served in prison. However, not on Chris Grayling’s
watch at the ‘MiniJust’. Mr Nealon would probably
have stood more chance of getting unscathed out of
Orwell’s infamous Room 101.
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When he decided to pursue the matter through the
courts, he was again turned down in June 2014 and –
in a typically Graylingesque move – the MoJ is now
trying to wring £2,500 from the penniless Mr Nealon
to cover its costs from his failed bid for compensation. Nice, Chris, very neatly done.
I believe that the current MoJ position is purely
ideological. In effect, the message seems to be that
the criminal justice system never really gets it wrong
and that anyone convicted by a jury deserves to go
down, even if later evidence rather inconveniently
casts doubt on that conviction.
The worrying subtext is that even when a conviction
does get quashed by the Court of Appeal, it is
probably just a ‘technicality’ and the ex-prisoner has
somehow managed to evade justice by getting early
release from their sentence. Such individuals are
therefore considered by the MoJ to be totally
undeserving of any compensation in respect of their
years spent in jail, even when they have been inside
for decades longer than any minimum tariff only
because they have steadfastly maintained their
innocence.
Under the present rules, it’s very doubtful that any
of the headline cases of wrongful convictions during
the past 30 years would have received anything at
all, even in those cases where their ‘confessions’ had
been beaten out of them or where vital evidence
supporting their innocence had been unlawfully
withheld from the defence by police and
prosecutors. ‘British Justice’? Where is George
Orwell when you most need him?
In addition, as a final insult even in those rare cases
where compensation is paid grudgingly by the MoJ,
there is also a deduction from the final amount
which is charged for ‘board and lodging’ for the entire period when the ex-prisoner was an unwilling
‘guest’ of Her Majesty. In effect, any victim of a miscarriage of justice is made to pay for his or her hard
prison cell bed, lukewarm water and grim jail food.
In the present climate it can only be a matter of time
before anyone whose conviction is quashed will be
pursued to the ends of the earth for the costs of
their own undeserved time in the slammer. Welcome to British justice – ‘MiniJust’ style.
Perhaps we should always remember that in Chris
Grayling’s brave new world, “Innocent is Guilty”, just
as “Freedom is Slavery”... Fancy a stay in Cell 101,
anyone?

Alex Cavendish is a member of
FACT’s National Committee
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Is the Criminal Justice System Fit for Purpose?
by Jon Robins
Jon Robins is editor of www.thejusticegap.com. He is
author of The first miscarriage of justice: the amazing
and unreported case of Tony Stock, published by the

The conventional wisdom has been that the criminal
justice system was fundamentally reformed some 18
years ago in response to a shocking series of
miscarriages of justice. A problem was fixed.
The release of the Birmingham Six set in train a series
of events: a Royal Commission was established the
very day they appeared on the steps of the Old Bailey
in 1991 and, ultimately, the collapse of public
confidence led to the creation of an independent
body to investigate alleged miscarriages of justice in
1997. Some things changed – and some didn’t.
‘The problem lies with the Court of Appeal. It always
did,’ reflected Dr Dennis Eady, a case consultant with
Cardiff University Law School’s Innocence Project and
a member of the FACT advisory board. Eady was one
of a number of experts talking to MPs on the House
of Commons’ justice committee this month [January]
as part of its opening session of a new inquiry into
the Criminal Cases Review Commission (CCRC).
The miscarriage watchdog hadn’t turned out as
originally envisaged by those who campaigned for it,
according to Cardiff University’s submission for the
committee. Instead, they argued that the CCRC had
evolved into ‘a filtering body’ that simply served to
provide ‘an extra barrier’ in the way of the victims of
miscarriages of justice. It operated as a ‘reenforcement of the traditional intransigence of the
Court of Appeal’. That frank assessment was cosigned by academics at some 18 universities, as well
as campaigners and lawyers.
In a separate later session, two of the original
architects of the CCRC were on hand to offer the MPs
an historical perspective. ‘The Court of Appeal has
always taken the view that they do not want to get
involved with jury decisions. They simply wash their
hands,’ said Professor Michael Zander, who was on
the original Royal Commission which produced its
report that led to the establishment of the CCRC. The
academic gave evidence alongside its chair Lord
Runciman.
Zander said it was ever thus – well, since 1907 when
the Court of Criminal Appeal was first set up in the
wake of another terrible miscarriage of justice. The
academic’s view was that they Appeal judges have
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‘always been wrong’. ‘Committee after committee,
including ours, have said they were wrong; they have
to grasp the nettle. That is their job—it is a safety net
job.’ Zander argued that there was ‘the possibility of
a new approach’ as a result of the work of the Justice
committee.
A year ago the justice committee took oral evidence
from the CCRC and in October last year announced
an inquiry into its work. Views as to how the
Birmingham-based commission has been doing its
job were polarized.
Michael Zander flagged up research by Dr Steven
Heaton. It found some 9 out of 10 applications to the
CCRC had no prospects of being looked at by the
CCRC because (in the words of Zander) ‘nothing is
advanced by way of reasoning—no evidence, no
material, nothing to go on’. That left just 10% and, of
that number, some 3.5% were referred to the Court
of Appeal. The Heaton study focused on 147 such
cases where the CCRC did not refer and identified 26
cases where there was concern of a miscarriage of
justice. Of that number, Dr Heaton came to the
conclusion that the CCRC was absolutely right not to
refer them. ‘That is a very important finding in a
really serious piece of research,’ Zander said.
It was a finding that was at odds with the experience
of practitioners on the frontline who spoke to the
Justice Committee. It was an impressive panel that
comprised Dennis Eady, the founder of the Innocence
Network, Michael Naughton and experienced
solicitors Glyn Maddocks and Mark Newby. They
were critical of the watchdog and expressed various
serious concerns at, for example, the unwillingness of
the Commission to ‘go beyond the bundle’ in the
majority of applications, the variability of quality and
approach of case review managers and their
reluctance to meet applicants.
It has been said that CCRC is effectively suffocated by
the ‘real possibility’ test under the Criminal Appeal
Act 1995 which acts as a ‘statutory straightjacket’.
The Commission can only refer a case back to the
court if it believes that there is a ‘real possibility’ it
will be overturned.
Professor Jacqueline Hodgson told MPs that when
cases were considered by the CCRC at committee
stage there was ‘a wide range of approaches’,
including ‘second-guessing’ the Appeal judges.
Page 24 ►
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PROACTIVE NOT REACTIVE
This is adapted from Mark Newby’s speech at
the CCRC Stakeholders’ Conference on
Miscarriages of Justice, given in 2014. Mark is
a Solicitor Advocate and Miscarriage of Justice
Lawyer and is a member of FACT’s advisory
panel. He is a principal member of Quality
Solicitors Jordans and has been involved in
representing those falsely accused for many
years.

I am grateful to the commission inviting me to
address this stakeholder conference on
Miscarriages of Justice allowing me to
speculate on where we are and the challenges
that await us.
I hope what I bring to the debate today is a
“reality check” from a grass roots appeal
lawyer on where we really are and how far we
have to travel. It is a call to action and all I ask
for the sake of all the genuinely wrongfully
convicted is to be proactive and not reactive
when reviewing miscarriage cases. A theme I
will develop shortly.
Of course without doubt we are currently in a
time of tumultuous change in the criminal
justice system, it is a time in which every part
of the machinery of justice faces exposure over
past failings and is challenged to deliver better
outcomes for the future. This applies equally
whether it be the Police, the Court System,
Defence Lawyers or indeed the Criminal Cases
Review Commission.
Our justice system relies on and is built on the
interaction of many individuals so the very
essence of our system is that we must rely on
the interaction of a collection of individuals in
any given case to deliver justice. The accused is
there because in part he or she will have
engaged in a series of interactions which leads
to the offences they face , the police who
investigate will bring to that investigation a
view on the case and how they should
investigate based on their past interactions ,
personal bias and preconceptions .
The decision to prosecute is subject as we have
seen to equal frailties. This is based on a
mixture of pre conception and societal
pressure, so we have for example in the field of
historical allegations now recently shifted to an
Helpline 0843 289 2016

By Mark Newby

assessment which is much more subjectively
based on the interests of the victim. This can
lead to miscarriages, how many and how wide
spread this will be only time will tell.
Finally we end up with an appellate system
which can be variable at best and at times
appears completely out of touch. The last hope
left is the Commission which finds itself
overwhelmed with applications and under re
sourced.
The bad news is that it is only going to get
worse for the Commission and the commission
itself has become a victim of its own successes
or initiatives for example the simplified
application form . It also faces the aftermath of
societal concern or change such as the current
spate of cases brought about in the aftermath
of the Jimmy Savile scandal.
Whilst these may be major concerns - The real
danger in all of this naval gazing to forget the
very people that matter most, the wrongfully
convicted, those men and women who are, as
we gather here sat in a prison cell not knowing
where to turn.
It’s not the intellectual arguments, the cut and
thrust of the Court of Appeal or the interesting
challenges of commission work that in the end
matter ……it is how we extract those who have
been genuinely wrongfully convicted from their
plight.
As appeal lawyers we certainly don’t do this
work for the remuneration, or the transferred
anguish we get from appellants or the
occasional moans of the CACD. We do it to be
stood on the door steps of the Court of Appeal
bringing an appellant back to his family and
supporters ….and the occasional celebratory
drink at the Edgar Wallace pub across the road!
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Of course all of us who have to investigate
miscarriage cases are confronted with many
challenges and we have perhaps come to
recognise all too regularly the hopelessness of
some appellant pleas.

● the forensic evidence is wrong
● my legal team should have got an
expert
● my defence team failed to call a crucial
witness

For us all it starts with those letters from
appellants which often offer very little.

● my barrister missed important
questions to the ` witnesses

How do you even start to consider whether
someone’s case should be given what are often
finite resources.
Let’s consider some examples starting sadly
with those typical complaints which invariably
will never find their way to the Strand in
London:
● only met my barrister once
● the barrister was changed at the last
minute
● they sent a legal clerk to my trial
● my barrister never asked the questions
I wanted him to
● the judge hardly said anything about
my case
● the judge was biased against me
● the judge wouldn’t let my barrister ask
about the complainants boyfriends
● the judge wouldn’t let my witnesses
give evidence
● my barrister was in a conspiracy with
the judge
I thought if I mentioned aliens I would be
pushing this analysis too far but trust me I have
had more than one of those letters.
If they are bad indications of when an appeal is
unlikely to get off the ground let’s consider
where that first letter might give us a clear hint
that something has gone astray:
● I have fresh evidence I never
committed the offence
● the complainant has admitted lying
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● the clerk running my case never
investigated key evidence
Of course on their own none of these “flags”
may come to anything. For example the fresh
evidence may not be fresh at all or the crucial
witness may be completely insignificant.
Nonetheless these are key flags which should
certainly prod your interest. They are, what I
call, unlocking grounds and allow you to
investigate deeper.
Often you will be confronted with a case which
on face value presents very little or the papers
are so lacking that there appears little hope of
a successful outcome. These are the most
dangerous miscarriage cases because without
discovering the issue that makes the conviction
wrongful that applicant could never find a
route to successfully challenge their conviction.
The system is not well constructed to allow for
this material to be easily unlocked. Resources
are limited and institutions such as the CCRC
are not in a position to spend time visiting
appellants or investigating aspects of the case
which lack immediate substance. The Court of
Appeal is equally pressed and whilst on
occasion a Single Judge might highlight a point
not originally advanced – the reality is that the
system at every level pushes towards a
reactive not a proactive review.

Reacting to points advanced not
proactively looking for grounds to
advance.
These can be lost opportunities and let me
illustrate this further by referring to a Historic
Care Home Case from the last panic of
investigations in the 1990’s. A care worker by
the name of Anver Sheikh had been convicted
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of sexual offences whilst he was a care worker
in a children’s home in 1980. His original trial
lasted 2 days and he was convicted of buggery
against 2 complainants.
The time period of the alleged abuse was said
to be 1979 – 1983. Sheikh couldn’t even
remember when he was at the school. His
defence team told him all he could say was he
didn’t do it. The unused schedule ran to 1
sheet. Little wonder he was convicted. He
asked for help with an appeal but could offer
no real basis to do so, trial counsel said the
Judges directions were fair and advised no
appeal.
The reactive stance was to say he had no
realistic possibility of appealing the conviction.
The proactive stance was to ask why he was
convicted and what was missing from the case.
This led quickly in turn to discovering other
teachers had been prosecuted from the same
care home and they had very different unused
schedules. They had a support group and knew
more about Anver Sheikh , than Anver Sheikh
knew himself.
As a result the Care Home were approached
and asked for access to the records and it was
discovered Sheikh was in fact only employed
for one year 1979 to 1980. Contribution
records narrowed it down further and lies the
complainant told in his account helped
establish that Sheikh and the complainant
could only have been in the school together for
a month at best. The Crown conceded the
appeal.
It is worth noting that the records that helped
quash this conviction were private records and
had this been a commission case it would not
have got off the ground due to the failure to
give the CCRC power to access private records .
A position which must now be reversed.
Back to the review - Sheikh would never have
got to the Court of Appeal without a proactive
review of his case, without the status quo
being challenged. Many other cases can be
quoted to highlight similar dangers and
outcomes. But perhaps the most recent case to
Helpline 0843 289 2016

demonstrate how bad a reactive review can
get is the case of Victor Nealon. A man who
was let down at every level of the Criminal
Justice System and whom was released on 13th
December after serving 17 years in custody for
a crime he did not commit , thrown out on to
the streets and left homeless .
The case also shows why any review of a
potential miscarriage must be proactive not
reactive. In 2008 at Wakefield Prison we were
confronted with a man completely damaged by
the system, refused by the Court of Appeal,
refused repeatedly by the commission and
consistently raising the same points he had
raised over 2 decades. On any view his
prospects of appealing his case at that stage
were pretty hopeless – at least that was the
reactive review position. But we looked behind
the impossible scenario we looked proactively
to see how the case might be turned around.
Inevitably even a proactive review approach
will not unlock all cases but it can unlock some
and that is the point.
The case poses a number of key questions:
·

How such an inadequate investigation
was allowed to proceed all the way to
conviction;

·

What the police should do to address
the inadequacies of what happened in
this case;

·

Why the Criminal Cases Review
Commission (CCRC) failed to
adequately investigate this case in two
previous reviews; and

·

What does it say about our society that
we simply turn out men like Victor
Nealon onto the street after 17 years.

The facts of this case are probably well known
but it is worth going over the basic details.
Victor Nealon was convicted of attempted rape
in 1997. The victim was attacked outside a
nightclub in Redditch by an unknown male. The
evidence used to secure his conviction was a
disputed ID parade and a weakened alibi. The
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court was under the impression that there was
no DNA evidence available from the exhibits.
Most witnesses did not pick out Victor Nealon,
there was no identification by the complainant
or her friend and of the 3 that did 2 may have
been privy to conversations with a police
officer at the time of the ID and a third said at
trial that he had a lurking doubt that he was
right . As for the alibi it was a cheap attempt to
attack Victor Nealon’s Credibility by
contradicting videos which were said to have
been rented from a Video Store.
Importantly, Victor Nealon had offered his DNA
to the police in order that they could have
exculpated him from the offence. The officer
did not arrange any DNA tests. What the jury
did not know was that the exhibits had not
been tested. Only the skirt of the victim was
produced at the trial and the remaining
exhibits remained in their sealed bags.
Following a first failed appeal by the same legal
team who it appears had taken their eye off
the ball during the original case, Victor Nealon
was left to apply to a newly formed
independent body CCRC. His was not a fishing
expedition to seek to obtain DNA evidence to
support his cause, he knew his DNA was not on
the items and he urged the commission to
undertake those tests. In two separate
applications advanced by experienced appeal
lawyers, the Commission rejected the
application putting forward – an erroneous
proposition that “it did not undertake
speculative tests”. This was a serious error by
the commission.
We now know of course that the Commission
has taken an exceptional approach to this case
and the Chairman has apologised in person to
Victor Nealon. Apologies are a rare thing in the
criminal justice system. In 2008 having been
approached we saw the only way forward was
to seek to do what the Commission would not
and, as a result, with support from the Legal
Aid Agency we commissioned DNA tests. As we
know the results were startling – showing that
on most of the victims clothing (intimate areas)
an unknown male was identified as the
contributor, not Victor Nealon.
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The Commission then undertook
comprehensive work in its third review to
discount every possible innocent explanation
for the presence of the DNA. This allowed
Peter Wilcock QC counsel for Nealon to say in
the Court of Appeal on 13th December that
such evidence was likely to have had a
dynamite impact upon the Trial. That of course
is not the end of the story in this case. But this
case isn’t just about the CCRC ……it poses
questions of other players in the affair.
There was the disputed ID evidence in which
Victor Nealon was not identified by any of the
key witnesses. In respect of the limited
identifications that did follow there remains
the question of why the police officer dealing
with the case was present at the ID Parade.
There is the question why the same officer
failed to act on the DNA evidence and why late
rebuttal evidence over an alibi was not
produced until the end of the trial.
There is the question of why the officer misled
the Court and the CPS and continued to do so
during the appeal investigation?
In a current atmosphere where the integrity of
the police is called into question this case offers
little comfort. It is yet another troubling case
for the police.
To West Mercia Police’s credit they have now
launched a fresh investigation to find the true
suspect for the original crime and an ongoing
investigation is underway over the original
police conduct.
So if the appellant was let down by the police
and the CCRC in the past, you might of at least
thought he could rely on the support of the
state on his release.
The reality is that whilst the Court of Appeal
has a miscarriage of justice unit, it is wholly
under-funded and as a result there is little
safety net for those who are released by the
Court of Appeal. This is exaggerated when due
to cost saving an appellant like Victor Nealon is
released from a distant prison when the Court
uses a video link.
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The net result was that he was left abandoned
on the 13th December having been dumped at
Leeds Railway Station. He was only saved when
a BBC Journalist offered to get him a room in
return for an interview. We should have a
system in place for cases like this where those
released are fully supported and receive urgent
interim financial support. Disturbingly the State
will instead put every hurdle in the way of
Victor Nealon as he fights to have his life
restored.

What does the future hold?
Well of course we know for the Commission
the next thing on the horizon is a review by the
Justice Committee. This may be an opportunity
for further constructive review provided it is
not hijacked in an adverse way by politicians or
others. For me I’d rather see a review of the
whole appellate system rather than place one
under-funded part of it under the microscope.
The Court of Appeal Criminal Division should
not be immune from such a review.

His claim for compensation has been refused
and the Secretary of State with his new
miscarriage test is seeking to go behind the
decision of the Court of Appeal Criminal
Division. The new test now requires an
applicant to show beyond a reasonable doubt
that he did not commit the offence.

The Commission is at a real crossroads in its
developments and there is unlikely to be
further progress along the path unless the
Commission sees greater investment in its
work by Government and a re-evaluation of its
powers and processes.

The approach of the Secretary of State is not
new and in the 2013 case before the Divisional
Court of Ali and others this is exactly what
happened then. The only successful case from
that was the case of Ian Lawless a 2009 murder
conviction referred by the Commission.

What we do need to see is a greater
willingness to be proactive in approach and not
simple be reactive. To look for what isn’t there
in a case not what is there. A greater
willingness to undertake fresh investigations
particularly where appeal lawyers are now
denied access to exhibits (Nunn).

The Secretary of State sought again to go
behind the Court of Appeals decision and argue
that just because the confession evidence was
deemed unreliable there could still have been
a re-trial. A nonsense of course because there
was no other evidence upon which to try the
hapless Mr Lawless. He had made the whole
thing up. Only recently did Ian Lawless finally
get an offer of compensation – 5 years after his
conviction was quashed. A wholly
unacceptable time period during which Ian
Lawless has suffered considerable greatly.

For applicants to see that the commission
hasn’t just been reactive but has been
proactive in reviewing a case - that no stone
has been left unturned even if this still results
in a provisional statement not to refer. Of
course the CCRC is not a defence organisation
but applicants should still see that the
commission does visible justice to their
application and it doesn’t become a box ticking
exercise.

What would Victor Nealon tell you today if he
could be here. He would tell you of his anger
and frustration at what the state has done to
him and how his life has been decimated as a
result of all that has occurred. He would say
that the state has continued to punish him
since his release. The issue here is that had a
more proactive stance been taken in the first
place then much that went wrong in this case
and others could have been avoided.

“Human progress is neither automatic nor
inevitable… every step toward the goal of
justice requires sacrifice, suffering, and
struggle; the tireless exertions and passionate
concern of dedicated individuals “
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The search for Justice is never easy and I
remind you in closing of what Dr Martin Luther
King said:

Sacrifice and Suffering is what our appellants
give on a daily basis – tireless exertion and
passionate concern should be all of our burdens.
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This article is reproduced with the kind permission of woman&Home magazine where it first
appeared in their October 2014 issue.
© 2014 Woman & Home magazine
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I draw a breath, both deep and hard,
It’s clear as day, they marked my card.
I’m so angry, I never saw it coming,
Now I’m soiled: ‘Conduct Un-becoming’
These four walls that bar my access
They scar my life, just like an abscess,
This is my hell, while I serve my sentence
Wrestle my mind, and plot my vengeance
Life long service and good experience,
a carer, a teacher, I made a difference.
A million lives I've touched in benefit,
helped them out... conclusions infinite.
False allegations - a matter of fact,
“He did this!” and “He did that!”
But these days you need no evidence,
the future’s grim, with no benevolence.
Did I do something? Even I'm not so sure,
we all have skeletons, we're not all so pure.
It’s easy to see, that in all that confusion,
a slip a trip, an allegation... a contusion.
Victim is as victim does,
draws a crowd, and causes a buzz.
And I hear I'm such an animal,
I despair, it's so irrational.
Witness is as witness does,
inflames the tale, and makes a fuss.
All my kin would challenge their story,
but being honest and loyal, is blind of glory.
I can't believe it's reached this gravity,
I've never crossed a line! Such clarity!
In my heart and mind, I know I'm innocent,
but the world believes I'm the devils instrument.
And so I write about this conflict,
in the hope your life, it does not inflict.
If I'm ever released, they might say I'm mended,
but, I'll never be free, until my life is ended.
So did I do it? Or did I not?
'Left myself open!' That's all I've got.
As I gaze around this pitiful cell,
I realise that this, is my Earthly-Hell.
© Allan Shipham 2015 All Rights Reserved.
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The international child protection industry is made
up of private organisations and individuals which
have sprung up in response to the moral panic
surrounding child abuse nurtured in Western
countries. Often fuelling and exaggerating that panic
in order to get financial support and further the aims
of individuals within the organisations. Some are
motivated by hate, some by money and others by
power and career. Often all of these come together
in one organisation. In highly corrupt countries these
groups thrive through lack of regulation and
supervision and attract people who favour a vigilante
approach and want to take the law into their own
hands. Judge, jury and executioner rolled into one.
Often these are people who would be prevented
from doing this in their own home country. Worst of
all and most socking are the reports of children being
permitted to be abused in order for an organisation
to get a conviction. Other children suffer
psychological abuse and trauma (who would not
have otherwise suffered) as they are used as pawns
in this process.

Say YES to
Child Protection !
But Say NO to the
Child protection
‘Industry’ !

Something that is equally shocking to the innocent
bystander is how western governments seek to
partner with these organisations so they can achieve
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‘results’ i.e. arrests and convictions which will
increase their figures showing they have an
international commitment to combating child abuse
and keep their political masters happy. Yet their
actions actually fuel and create more abuse! In the
case of Cambodia the Cambodian government is also
happy to participate as it does not want to go against
the wishes of first world governments who provide it
with much financial aid and having regular reports of
arrests and convictions takes the pressure off it to
fund an effective police force out of its own pocket.
Whilst these organisations often operate illegally,
not only breaking the laws of the country they
operate in but international human rights law as
well, Britain, Australia and the USA in particular are
happy to support them. No checks are done on the
background of the people in the organisations or
their volunteers by these partner countries or any
due diligence exercised in checking out and
monitoring their methods. No questions are asked!
Use of the media by these organisations to raise
sensational, unbalanced and often inaccurate stories
is rife further fuelling the moral panic and the cycle
continues. It becomes what I refer to as the
‘Emperor’s clothes syndrome’: many know what is
going on but dare not speak out for fear of
retribution or being wrongly accused of supporting
child abusers. Indeed it is the opposite, doing
nothing is the worst possible thing and is actually
increasing the abuse of innocent children and
eroding basic human rights such as the right to a fair
trial.
The result of all of this is that many innocent men are
being caught up in false allegations and the problem
is growing.

No get out of jail card - Life on the inside
in Cambodia
I was often being told
how lucky I was. I found
this difficult to
understand.
To me being thrown
into a Cambodian
prison didn’t seem that lucky. But as time passed I
came to understand that what they were referring to
was the length of time I would be there not what had
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happened to me. Many sentences in Cambodia are
for 8 years and when you take into consideration
there is no parole system 8 years means 8 years. So I
reluctantly had to agree that it was possible to insert
some positivity into this nightmare and say that
maybe I was lucky as in the end it was for ‘only’ 1
year!
Many times I’ve been asked what was the worst
thing about the time I spent in a Cambodian prison.
It was such a dreadful experience that it’s not
possible to come up with just one thing but I suppose
I could narrow it down to the three worst things.
First, the mental agony of the turning of that initial
feeling that some huge mistake had
been made and it was only going to be
a matter of days before I would be
released, into a realisation that I was
going to be staying a lot longer than a
few days and that I had lost everything.
There was no news of what had
happened to all our children and staff
and whether the children were safe
and being properly cared for. Even those I had
regarded as friends turned against me. “He’s been
arrested and is in prison he must be guilty”.
Unsurprisingly this was the western friends, my
Khmer friends stood by me. They understood what
was going on. My emotional turmoil was not helped
by the fact that the court prosecutor and
investigating judge had both said that there was no
case and that I should be released immediately,
further adding that my stay in the prison would only
be temporary because they were under political
orders. I had repeated assurances that I would soon
be released without charge but I wasn’t.
Secondly a feeling of absolute helplessness. I was in a
foreign country which had one of the highest
corruption levels in the world, I didn’t speak the
language, had no money, and didn’t know what I was
accused of or by whom. There was just nothing I
could do about it and my Embassy would not help on
this front. They let me down badly. It wasn’t until
later that I came to understand the British
government were part of the problem.
Thirdly the poor prison conditions. This is an area
that deserves some detailed explanation and may be
of the greatest interest to readers.
The prison was divided into a number of areas, one
block for the women, another for children prisoners,
one for the pregnant women and babies and an area
with three blocks for the men. The men’s blocks each
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contained twenty cells, 10 on each side of a central
corridor. Our cells were about the size of a typical
single car garage and had no furniture, they were
basically an empty room with shabby dirty walls with
what little there was of personal belongings hung
haphazardly from the walls. The blue steel door to
the cell was solid with a small grill at the bottom. If
you lay on your stomach you could just see out into
the corridor and this was the only ‘window’ to the
world of those who inhabited the corridor and the
point of entry and exit for commodities like
cigarettes, food and messages. In one corner there
was a hole in the ground squat toilet and next to it a
small brick tank holding water which had to be filled
by the prisoners every day using buckets carried
from outside.
There was no piped water, all water
came from ground wells and was hand
pumped outside of the cell. If you
forgot to fill your tank up during the
day you went without. This also meant
you had no drinking water. Bottled
drinking water needed to be
purchased and if you had no money, which was often
the case, you had to drink the dirty water. The toilet
also doubled up as the shower. You stood over the
toilet, hoping you didn’t end up with more on your
feet than you started off with, and tipped a bucket of
water over yourself.
The occupancy level of the cell varied as people
came and went and when the cell was full to bursting
point, about 18 people, water had to be rationed so
it was half a bucket each, this also had to include
‘flushing’ the toilet. Privacy was a little known
concept as when using the toilet or having a shower
you were in full view of everyone else in the cell and
you also ate and slept in this room. If someone was
sick or had diarrhoea the smell and mess just had to
be put up with. Also when someone was having a
shower it was not possible for anyone else to go to
the toilet. This problem was made worse in my cell
as we had amongst our number a gang of 4
Indonesian armed bank robbers who were Muslims
and needed to pray three times a day and each pray
time was preceded by the need to shower.
When I first arrived at the prison none of the cells
had windows there was just a small gap about a foot
deep running across the top outside wall of the cell,
it had bars and did little to ventilate the room and
was too high to see out of. There was no electricity
so no lights or cooling fans. Considering the
extremely high heat and humidity the cells were like
ovens and you ran with sweat. The temperature
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rarely dropped below 32 degrees and went as high as
45 degrees.

think the overcrowding was a deliberate policy in
order to force prisoners who had money to pay out.

The building was single storey and made of concrete
so absorbed the heat of the day and then radiated it
into the cell overnight making it even hotter. The
nearest I can get to explaining it is it was like trying
to sleep in a sauna. We managed to cut off the top
and bottom of some plastic drinking bottles and
made a cut along the remaining cylindrical body
which we then heated over a candle so that it could
be straightened out into a rectangle of plastic. This
made a great hand fan and went a little way to alleviating the agony. Being the tropics it got dark at the
same time each evening usually just after 6pm so the
nights were long – very long! As there was no lighting it was not even possible to read during the long
nights, you could only talk or sleep. The rainy season
also brought its own fair share of problems with
floods and sitting water and we were enveloped in
clouds of malaria and dengue fever carrying mosquitoes.

There were no beds or mattresses you had to sleep
on the concrete floor. Due to the high numbers you
slept shoulder to shoulder. It was almost impossible
to get to the toilet during the night as the floor was
fully taken up with bodies. Sleep was intermittent
and often disturbed by the echoing sounds of the
other 300 inmates in the block crying out and worst
of all the repeated drum like sound of the guard
carrying out suicide watch as he knocked on each of
the steel cell doors in turn, 20 altogether.

It’s worth pointing out that when you go into a
Cambodian prison they do not provide you with
anything least of all a mosquito net. What you do get
is one basic uniform, similar to a lightweight pair of
pyjamas and for food a green liquid with some bits in
it (I thought it best not to know what they were) and
some burnt rice twice a day – never changing: the
same every day. Prisoners whose families support
them are allowed to light fires and cook their own
food. Often dogs were brought in and slaughtered to
provide a cheap source of meat.
No soap, no shampoo, no mosquito net, no shoes, no
toothbrush unless family or friends bring them in for
you or can get money to you! These items could be
purchased at a small shop in the prison run for profit
by the prison governor’s daughter. Oh yes, and when
your visitors came to bring you money to spend in
the prison governor’s daughter’s shop they also had
to pay for being allowed to visit! Most of the Khmer
prisoners also had a further 10% taken off them by
the prison for allowing the money in.
The number of occupants in our cell varied but was
always high, ranging between a minimum of 11 and
max 18! Way outside international legal standards
for the size of the cell. Those prisoners who could
afford it paid money to the guards and were allowed
to sleep in the corridor. This was seen as the guards
perk and they were permitted and indeed
encouraged to make what they could out of the
prisoners as this meant the prison could keep their
salary low. It wouldn’t have been far off the mark to
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Nowadays I’m often reminded of this when my smart
phone alarm goes off in the morning starting off low
like a distant sound and gradually getting louder.
Each cell was responsible for organising a rota so
that each prisoner took a turn staying awake for one
hour during the night. When the guard knocked their
door they would shout out that everyone was still
alive (hopefully). It must have worked as I only ever
saw one dead body carried out. The rota was written
down and given to the guards in advance so if
someone fell asleep and didn’t answer they would be
beaten in the morning. Even if it wasn’t your turn on
the rota the process meant you were woken up by it.
Every night 7 nights a week, month after month
being woken up every hour, it was psychological
torture.
We were locked in the cells 17 hours a day. Under
such conditions the spread of infectious diseases was
rife, TB being one, and being transferred to the
prison hospital, a bamboo hut, was highly
undesirable. Whilst they did have basic homemade
beds the place brought to mind pictures I had seen a
couple of years earlier at the Hellfire Pass museum in
Thailand of the Japanese prisoner of war camps on
the death railway. The hospital hut was not guarded
at night (extra cost) so the patients were shackled
with rusty chains and manacles to their beds, many
of them were skeletal in appearance. I often visited
people in the hut which was really a place the
residents went to die not to get better. It is an image
that will remain with me forever.
Within the prison and cells there was no separation
on the basis of types of crimes committed. One cell
mate got two years for chopping a tree down. He
was elderly, extremely poor and needed wood for his
own personal use not to sell commercially. I’m sure
something that didn’t go unnoticed by him was the
truck that arrived at the prison at regular intervals
delivering felled trees for the prison governor’s
furniture business which were no doubt illegally
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felled and big money was changing hands! Another
got 20 years for murder and then there was our 4
Muslim Indonesian armed bank robbers and their
praying rituals.

Charitable organisations were also funding the
building of facilities in the prison and when finished
the prison management team would charge for their
use. One such project was the building of a TV
lounge which showed videos. A fine idea, as there
was otherwise no TV anywhere else in the prison,
until they started charging entry and I reckon taking
upwards of $200 a day. This was a lot of money in
Cambodia when a teacher at a state school was
earning about $50 a month! The poorest of prisoners
who could not pay to work or to watch TV were left
in their cells deprived of any work or stimulation. The
prison was a huge cash cow.

I often whiled away the hours musing over in my
mind the relationship between such religious
devotion and a lifelong career in robbing banks.
Speaking to the gang’s leader one day he recounted
his experiences in many different prisons in South
East Asia and we worked out that he had spent half
of his adult life in prison! To him this was just an
occupational hazard. You just took people on face
value and everyone got on. There was absolutely no
advantage to the prisoners to harbour hate against
each other. It would have been counterproductive.

You would have thought all of this would have been
kept under wraps and only known to those directly
involved in the corruption. But to my surprise an
‘open’ day and seminar was held at the prison which
was attended by prison governors from around
Cambodia and senior ministry officials showing off
this method as the way to run a model prison. I knew
about this as I was asked to run extra classes to show
the school off to the officials and entertainment was
held afterwards for the officials in the open sided
hall adjoining the school which I attended.

The whole system within the prison worked on
corruption and those with money could make their
life a bit more comfortable. There were a number of
money making operations like growing vegetables,
pig farming and furniture production in the prison
which were run by and for the benefit of the prison
governor, known as Number 1. He and his senior
management shared the profit from these
businesses and any prisoner wishing to work in order
to fend off the boredom had to pay. Yes pay! Several
hundred dollars would secure you a job. You then
worked without pay or any other benefit. Slave
labour and you paid for the privilege!

Most of what I’ve written relates to the negative
conditions within the prison as the question was
what was the worst thing, but something really
important I must mention and whilst I’m only writing
a few words about, is something that cannot be over
emphasised - the lack of violence between prisoners.
Yes of course with more than 1000 prisoners living
together tensions will build and from time to time
blows are exchanged.

I took a different route and persuaded the British
Embassy to approach number 1 on my behalf to get
permission for me to be allowed to teach in the
‘school’, a couple of concrete block rooms in a
central courtyard. I knew that if I personally made
the request I would have to pay money, which I
didn’t have. But if the British Embassy asked
for me he could not demand money for fear
of highlighting the corruption; he said yes.
This meant that I spent about 6 or 7 hours a
day in a more pleasant area of the prison
where I could mix with the women and
children prisoners. It was this balance that
kept me sane.
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However there was an exceptional mind set amongst
the prisoners that they were all in this together and
everybody helped each other, always sharing what
little they had. In adversity we came together. The
Khmer people have been through decades of civil
war and a genocide and survived through their spirit
of working together. Yet they and we (the west) are
plagued by the evil of those who gain power and
turn that to their own personal gain and in doing so
remove the rule of law. It was what had brought me
into the prison and what I also saw in the
management of the prison. When I left at the
end of my year I think it would be fair to say I
was a little more than confused as to who
were the criminals.

Nicholas is Chairman of FACT’s National
Committee
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has made me conclude that these
cases would be best heard by three
Judges who have been trained to be
impartial and to sift through evidence
in order to get to the truth.

Impartial Juries?
I am writing to you to express my
growing concern over what I feel has
now become the ‘national obsession’
with abuse, and hunting out and
bringing to trial all those accused of
abuse, both historic and current.
Stemming from this is my fear for all
those innocent people who will
inevitably be caught up in the process.
Until recently I had always believed in British Justice
and naively thought that the Jury system was the
fairest. My thinking has changed because of my
personal experience and I feel that trial by Jury is out
of date and no longer fit for purpose.
Earlier in the year my husband stood trial for historic
allegations of indecent assault, accusations he has
always vehemently denied. There was collusion, cooperation and inconsistencies shown throughout the
trial between the complainants. In his summing up
the Judge reminded the Jury of my husband’s
exemplary character and honesty. There was
nothing to convict him ‘beyond all reasonable doubt’.
However, the Prosecution Barrister in her closing
statement asked the Jury to think of Jimmy Savile.
It was four days before any verdicts were delivered
and as a result of these my husband now finds
himself serving a prison sentence for acts he did not
commit.
The Jury did not appear to have listened to any of the
evidence presented in my husband’s defence. We
cannot listen to the news, watch television or read a
newspaper without hearing or reading reports of
historic and current child abuse, some we know are
horrific. The prosecution of cases on trial are
reported in graphic detail with very little attention
being given to the defence. Indeed it almost appears
that there is no defence and if there is, that it doesn’t
count. Every man and woman must now have
formed their own opinions, it is these same men and
women who are called to make up the Juries. I do
not believe that they can be impartial or put aside
their prejudices when asked to hear a case of either
historic or current child abuse, and I do not think that
the defendant can possibly have a fair trial. I think
that in the majority of these cases their instinct will
be to convict because of all they have been told by
the media and because they feel it is their duty do
so. After many years it can be very difficult for
someone to defend themselves, especially someone
who has led a very busy and full life and I know that
not all of those convicted will be guilty. Experience
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It was AEthelred the Unready who set
up an early legal system, one provision
of which was that twelve minor noble
men were required to swear that they
would investigate crimes without bias.
In the 12th century Henry II took a major step in
developing the Jury system and the right to trial by
Jury has been enshrined in law since the Magna
Carta. However, life is very different now, the media
and social networks are eroding our society and
everyone’s judgements are measured by what they
read and are indoctrinated with, people are biased,
especially in judging the cases of those accused of
abuse. It is not a quick or easy process to change
the law or legal process but I believe the time has
come for considering and reviewing our present very
unfair system.

Pat Spence

Not to be Trusted
Thank you all so much for the tremendous quality of
input you are giving. The Website, Faction, etc are
fantastic.
I have a lot of issues on my mind, so many that I can't
get my head round all of them, but I hope to share a
lot, which can be of mutual benefit to all, and will
help me to sort out the emotional tangle in my own
mind which has been caused by false allegations. I
did a tremendous amount of high quality children's
work and I am devastated by the fact that I will not
be accepted by any group leaders due to false
allegations. So I am effectively banned from all
children's work for life because of the Enhanced DBS
system.
It used to be, that only Schedule 1 offenders were
banned for life. This, despite the fact that I have never abused a child, and my heart's desire for them,
their families, and society, is exceptionally good. Although this present Government has tried to reduce
the number of DBS checks done, their desires are totally thwarted by the fact that employers always
want DBS checks on everyone, just to cover their
own backs. This is made worse by insurers. No-one
realises, that Police and Social Services etc, tell lies
on Enhanced DBS checks, and False Allegations are
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recorded as if they are true, simply 'lacking sufficient
evidence for a conviction'. There is a world of difference.
Society, and the authorities, confuse the words sex
and love. As a Christian I believe that God created
children to be happy and to cheer elderly people up.
Surely it is not wrong to enjoy being in the presence
of children and to have a compassion/ empathy/
passion to make underprivileged children happy.
This is genuine love. But if any senior white male
dares to say he loves children, or is near them
without the excuse of having his grandchildren with
him, it will be twisted by authorities, the media etc,
that love means sex, therefore they call that man a
pedo. Actually, we are told in church that there are 3
forms of love: Agape, which is sacrificial giving; Philio,
which is friendship, mutual giving and receiving and
Eros, which is self-centred sexual desire. Therefore
the word paedophile is a misnomer, because it really
means friendship love. What people are, and should
be, against is paedo-erotica.
It is not just that I cannot work supporting children.
Sarah's Law, and its mode of operation, is
deliberately written in such a way that any man
enquired about is automatically treated as a suspect
by police. Their reason goes like this: if someone is
enquiring about them, that means they are
suspicious of him, so there must be something wrong
with him (and we had better agree with them, and

be seen to find out what's wrong with him)'. Parents
will only be given a clear response if 'there are NO
concerns about him'. i.e. every suspicion/ opinion or
even imagination of dubious social workers will be
declared to parents.
The 'subject' does not need to be told that someone
is making an enquiry about them, and if he tries to
find out, it will also will be recorded against him.
Parents will be told not to disclose details to other
people, but doubtless they will then say something
vague because they think the man is a danger, so
prompting other parents to make their own requests
for information, which will cause police to conclude
that 'even more parents are suspicious of him'.
My problems working with children would not exist,
if Standard checks were done instead of Enhanced.
This is still however dependant on church leaders not
gossiping behind my back.
The mode of operation of Sarah's Law ensures that
lies will be reported, and any parent doing a check on
me will disown me.
Many elderly people today are lonely. What chance
do they have of any younger company when all
governing bodies and the media are deliberately
giving the public the impression that senior white
males are a danger to children?
Name & address supplied

► From Page 9 - The Criminal Justice System
‘That’s the wrong test,’ she said. The CCRC was ‘not
there to be friends with the Court of Appeal,’ she
added.
The CCRC chair, Richard Foster, told the Justice
Committee last year that he was comfortable with
the test. ‘Otherwise you are at risk of sending to
court a lot of cases they are simply going to bin,’ he
added.
The Cardiff University submission for the Justice
Committee cited the case of Tony Stock as
‘symbolizing and demonstrating fundamental
problems with the criminal justice system’. I have
just written a book about Tony Stock who fought for
43 years to clear his name after he was sentenced to
10 years for a robbery in 1970. He died in 2012.
It has been fairly described as ‘a self evident
injustice’ by a former head of Essex CID Ralph
Barrington who spent 13 years as head of
investigations at the CCRC.
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That shocking case went back to the Court of Appeal
on four separate occasions. His solicitor Glyn
Maddocks is working on a new application to the
CCRC with the support of Ralph Barrington. Until
recently, it was the only case to have been referred a
second time by the Commission back to the Appeal
judges.
‘Out of some 15,000 cases that the CCRC has looked
in the last 17 years, it has sent only two cases back
twice the Court of Appeal,’ Maddocks told the MPs.
No doubt the CCRC made it second reference with
‘reluctance and trepidation’ fearing criticism from
the Appeal judges, he added. The solicitor has
represented the Stock family for over 20 years.
Michael Zander called on the Justice Committee to
tackle the Court of Appeal head on by calling on the
Lord Chancellor to invite the Lord Chief Justice and
the chairman of the CCRC to set up a new committee
‘to try to hammer out a way forward’. ‘It is absolutely
crucial,’ he said. Let’s hope the MPs take note n
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Some Problems with False Allegations
By Barbara Hewson
“The expression “false allegation” is
somewhat ambiguous: it may mean
allegations which are not well-founded,
or which are dishonest i.e. intentionally
untrue. The public tends to regard the
expression as meaning the latter.
However, the former category is the more
prevalent. Both present significant challenges
for courts of justice. It is a commonplace saying
amongst lawyers that in civil litigation, there are
three versions of events: what the claimant said
happened, what the defendant said happened,
and what the judge thinks happened. One
Twitter wag adds: “and there is what actually
happened.”
Here is what Lord Pearce had to say, in Onassis v
Vergotis [1968], about the problems that oral
evidence poses for the fact-finder:
‘Credibility involves wider problems than mere
demeanour which is mostly concerned with
whether the witness appears to be telling the
truth as he now believes it to be. Credibility
covers the following problems. First, is the
witness a truthful or untruthful person?
Secondly, is he, though a truthful person, telling
something less than the truth on this issue, or,
though an untruthful person, telling the truth on
this issue? Thirdly, though he is a truthful
person telling the truth as he sees it, did he
register the intentions of the conversation
correctly and, if so, has his memory correctly
retained them? Also, has his recollection been
subsequently altered by unconscious bias or
wishful thinking or by overmuch discussion of it
with others? Witnesses, especially those who
are emotional, who think that they are morally
in the right, tend very easily and unconsciously
to conjure up a legal right that did not exist. It is
a truism, often used in accident cases, that with
every day that passes the memory becomes
fainter and the imagination becomes more
active. For that reason a witness, however
honest, rarely persuades a Judge that his
present recollection is preferable to that which
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was taken down in writing immediately
after the accident occurred. Therefore,
contemporary documents are always of
the utmost importance. And lastly,
although the honest witness believes he
heard or saw this or that, is it so
improbable that it is on balance more
likely that he was mistaken? [Italics added]’
There is no doubt that people can convince
themselves that they have done or said things,
or others have done or said things to them,
which are factually incorrect. I once had a case
where a woman was claiming that she always
expected to deliver her baby, which was in the
breech position, in hospital by Caesarean. The
medical records showed that in fact she planned
a home birth against repeated medical advice.
Her local hospital had booked her in for an
elective Caesarean, but when the day came and
she did not appear, a midwife rang her, to be
told that she was having her baby at home. This
was a very high risk pregnancy. One obstetrician
had warned her that to attempt a vaginal
delivery at home was like crossing the M1
blindfold. Tragically, the predicted disaster
occurred, as the baby became stuck during the
home delivery and died. Afterwards the woman
told hospital professionals that she had no
regrets about her decision to have a home birth.
Two years later, she gave evidence at a
disciplinary panel hearing charges against the
home birth midwife who had attended her. I
had to take her through reams of medical notes,
letters, e-mails and text messages showing that
her recollection of events was faulty. “In my
head”, she said, “I was having a Caesarean.”
Alarmingly, despite a wealth of contemporary
documentary evidence contradicting her
account, the panel accepted her evidence,
which was to the effect that my client had
dissuaded her from going into hospital to have
her baby. The panel said they found the woman
“credible” and found against my client, who was
then struck off! However, this flawed ruling was
overturned on appeal to the High Court. The
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judge said at the start of the case that he could
see that the woman’s state of denial was a
psychological defence mechanism, to shield her
from the consequences of a poor choice (Duthie
v NMC, 2013).
I suspect this tendency is more frequent than
some people may recognize. Most people like
to present themselves in a good light, and may
tailor their recollections accordingly. A judge of
the Commercial Court named Mr Justice Leggatt
recently issued what was virtually a manifesto
about what he regards as the general
unreliability of witness evidence, in a judgment
he gave in November 2013. The case is called
Gestmin v Credit Suisse and the claim alleged
poor investment advice. The events in questions
took place in 2009, some four years before the
case reached trial. Even that delay was too
much for the exacting standards of Leggatt J:
“An obvious difficulty which affects allegations
and oral evidence based on recollection of
events which occurred several years ago is the
unreliability of human memory.
“While everyone knows that memory is fallible, I
do not believe that the legal system has
sufficiently absorbed the lessons of a century of
psychological research into the nature of
memory and the unreliability of eyewitness
testimony. One of the most important lessons of
such research is that in everyday life we are not
aware of the extent to which our own and other
people's memories are unreliable and believe
our memories to be more faithful than they are.
Two common (and related) errors are to
suppose: (1) that the stronger and more vivid is
our feeling or experience of recollection, the
more likely the recollection is to be accurate;
and (2) that the more confident another person
is in their recollection, the more likely their
recollection is to be accurate.
“Underlying both these errors is a faulty model
of memory as a mental record which is fixed at
the time of experience of an event and then
fades (more or less slowly) over time. In fact,
psychological research has demonstrated that
memories are fluid and malleable, being
constantly rewritten whenever they are
Helpline 0843 289 2016

retrieved. This is true even of so-called
'flashbulb' memories, that is memories of
experiencing or learning of a particularly
shocking or traumatic event. (The very
description 'flashbulb' memory is in fact
misleading, reflecting as it does the
misconception that memory operates like a
camera or other device that makes a fixed
record of an experience.) External information
can intrude into a witness's memory, as can his
or her own thoughts and beliefs, and both can
cause dramatic changes in recollection. Events
can come to be recalled as memories which did
not happen at all or which happened to
someone else (referred to in the literature as a
failure of source memory).
“Memory is especially unreliable when it comes
to recalling past beliefs. Our memories of past
beliefs are revised to make them more
consistent with our present beliefs. Studies have
also shown that memory is particularly
vulnerable to interference and alteration when a
person is presented with new information or
suggestions about an event in circumstances
where his or her memory of it is already weak
due to the passage of time.
“The process of civil litigation itself subjects the
memories of witnesses to powerful biases. The
nature of litigation is such that witnesses often
have a stake in a particular version of events.
This is obvious where the witness is a party or
has a tie of loyalty (such as an employment
relationship) to a party to the proceedings.
Other, more subtle influences include allegiances
created by the process of preparing a witness
statement and of coming to court to give
evidence for one side in the dispute. A desire to
assist, or at least not to prejudice, the party who
has called the witness or that party's lawyers, as
well as a natural desire to give a good
impression in a public forum, can be significant
motivating forces.
“Considerable interference with memory is also
introduced in civil litigation by the procedure of
preparing for trial. A witness is asked to make a
statement, often (as in the present case) when a
long time has already elapsed since the relevant
events. The statement is usually drafted for the
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witness by a lawyer who is inevitably conscious
of the significance for the issues in the case of
what the witness does nor does not say. The
statement is made after the witness's memory
has been "refreshed" by reading documents.
The documents considered often include
statements of case and other argumentative
material as well as documents which the
witness did not see at the time or which came
into existence after the events which he or she
is being asked to recall. The statement may go
through several iterations before it is finalised.
Then, usually months later, the witness will be
asked to re-read his or her statement and
review documents again before giving evidence
in court. The effect of this process is to establish
in the mind of the witness the matters recorded
in his or her own statement and other written
material, whether they be true or false, and to
cause the witness's memory of events to be
based increasingly on this material and later
interpretations of it rather than on the original
experience of the events.
It is not uncommon (and the present case was
no exception) for witnesses to be asked in crossexamination if they understand the difference
between recollection and reconstruction or
whether their evidence is a genuine recollection
or a reconstruction of events. Such questions
are misguided in at least two ways. First, they
erroneously presuppose that there is a clear
distinction between recollection and
reconstruction, when all remembering of distant
events involves reconstructive processes.
Second, such questions disregard the fact that
such processes are largely unconscious and that
the strength, vividness and apparent
authenticity of memories is not a reliable
measure of their truth.
In the light of these considerations, the best
approach for a judge to adopt in the trial of a
commercial case is, in my view, to place little if
any reliance at all on witnesses' recollections of
what was said in meetings and conversations,
and to base factual findings on inferences drawn
from the documentary evidence and known or
probable facts. This does not mean that oral
testimony serves no useful purpose – though its
utility is often disproportionate to its length. But
Helpline 0843 289 2016

its value lies largely, as I see it, in the
opportunity which cross-examination affords to
subject the documentary record to critical
scrutiny and to gauge the personality,
motivations and working practices of a witness,
rather than in testimony of what the witness
recalls of particular conversations and events.
Above all, it is important to avoid the fallacy of
supposing that, because a witness has
confidence in his or her recollection and is
honest, evidence based on that recollection
provides any reliable guide to the truth.”
I set this out verbatim because I think that what
this judge has said is extremely important. Juries
might find such guidance helpful. Unfortunately,
the criminal courts are more resistant to
memory experts being called as witnesses. The
other problem in criminal cases involving
allegations of a sexual nature is the general
paucity of supporting evidence, especially
documentary evidence. It is worth noting that at
the trial of the former DJ Dave Griffin (aka Dave
Lee Travis) one of the complainants worked for
a radio station, and was seeing a young man
who was a sound engineer there. He kept a
diary! He was obviously sweet on this girl as he
recorded religiously the times when she arrived
to visit him in the studio, and what they did
together. The gist of it was something like this:
‘[Mabel – not her real name] arrived at 12.20.
We made a recording with Dave. It was good.
Then we went out for fish and chips.’
Management got to hear about Mabel’s visits,
and she was told not to visit him at work
anymore (sorrowfully recorded in the diary).
Incredibly, this document was still in the
diarist’s possession 40 years on, when Mr Griffin
was facing charges, and it formed a key part of
the defence case in relation to this particular
complainant, who was saying that DLT had
molested her whilst in the studio. The diary
made no record of any complaint by her, nor of
any such incident. It seems wrong to me that a
man’s liberty should depend on this kind of
happenstance. That is one of the reasons why I
am opposed to historic claims being prosecuted.
Barbara Hewson is a barrister
and a member of FACT’s advisory panel
This article represents her personal views.
Portrait Photo by Tom Fenn
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We are delighted to introduce FASO, another voluntary
organisation, working in the area of support for the
falsely accused

FASO is the acronym for the False Allegations Support
Organisation which covers the whole of the UK and
was founded in August 2001. In 2013 we received
over 3,500 calls. Calls to our helpline are increasing,
but we cannot answer all those that phone, due to
our small number of volunteers. We now open
between 6pm to 10pm Monday to Friday. People also
email and write letters. We have 300 of these
contacts a year. Because of our voluntary status and
type of work, we attract no funding so we exist on
donations.
We are run by volunteers, dedicated to providing
support to anyone affected by a false allegation of
abuse – we are a refuge for the innocent not a safe
house for abusers in denial. We are non-judgemental
in our work.
The allegations FASO deals with are many and
various and lead us to cope with both family and
criminal issues. Often sexual allegations are involved
with other types of abuse involving people of any age
- our youngest criminal case featured an eight year
old and our oldest client was in their eighties. Such
cases can involve domestic violence against males,
which can be linked to foreign brides wanting their
own visas to live in the UK.
Other areas covered are to do with false memory,
historic allegations and Court of Protection matters.
We also deal with prisoners maintaining innocence
whilst they are serving a sentence, as well as when
they return to the community.
Our task is to alleviate stress by listening and
providing factual information, to empower
individuals to help themselves or those they are
supporting, and to recommend quality solicitors .
FASO is rather like a combination of three well
known organisations .
We at FASO act like the:
- C.A.B we are told the situation, discuss the issues
and give referenced literature, web sites,
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organisations and recommended family and criminal
solicitors, including for prisoners appeals. We also
make representation through the medium of
consultations to government bodies and to the
judiciary, solicitors, UK border Agency, Police, Local
Authorities, Medical Dept, Education Depts. etc . We
also contact MPs and members of the House of Lords
on the problems we come across.
- the Samaritans: we discuss the issues with
empathy and give emotional support, always in
confidence. We offer alternatives for them to
consider in order to move forwards. Several use our
phone support whilst on bail.
- Victim Support: we support those who want it
throughout their struggle with the authorities.
Unlike the accuser, the accused has little support
from the time he arrives in a police station, or in
court other than his solicitor and family. The
accused can only look for support and information on
the internet, often finding FASO, FACT and PAFAA.
They cannot be referred to the Criminal Injuries
Compensation Authority, as only those who are
alleged ‘victims’ of physical or sexual assaults are
entitled to help. Accusers paid prior to court
hearings do not have to pay it back if the jury finds
the accused innocent.
Although all social services and police forces have
guidelines, we find national guidelines are
interpreted differently across the country. In Social
Service cases one county can decide on no action
with a family after their child protection
investigation, the family can move to the next county
and find they have to go through more child
protection procedures, often with a different result.
There is also a difference in the judgement on
investigations. Social services rely on ‘the balance of
probability’, whilst the Police rely on: ‘beyond all
reasonable doubt’ which can lead to the Police
deciding to drop a case, but Social Services
maintaining their interest (often acrimoniously).
Individuals can be on police bail or held on remand
for long periods, adding to the stress individuals and
their families suffer. They may be on bail for an
indefinite period, often extending to 1 or 2 years.
From what we are told on the helpline, it is almost
impossible to bring either the police or social services
to account for their investigative procedures. Most
people are given no information on what is
happening or what they can do to help themselves.
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Legal aid is often only limited for a police interview or
court hearings.

addressing the issues of False Adoptions in Justice for
Families.

We at FASO also deal with: Parental Alienation, False
Memory Syndrome, Non Accidental Injuries, (NAI)
and Domestic Violence, We support a single
individual, a student, as well as family members

Another large area of support is the Court of
Protection – where Families come to us regarding
vulnerable adults or children taken into protection by
social services.

CONSEQUENCES
An accused adult may not be allowed to see their
children or any child under 18 whilst investigations
are ongoing. At the end of the investigation, even if
acquitted in a criminal court of law, Social Services
decide whether the accused can return to his family
home.

Finally, Prisoners – who maintain their innocence, are
supported by FASO with referenced information
regarding appeals and providing names of recognised
solicitors to assist them with those appeals, or
problems they encounter in the prison regime. The
regime for these prisoners is not easy because while
they maintain their innocence, they are seen by the
authorities as: ‘denying their offence’. This often
leads to additional punishment in the form of
restricted family visits and phone calls for not
addressing their so-called ‘offending behaviour’, and
of course, ultimately the removal of any chance of
parole. No small issue if you are serving a Life
Sentence as some of our contacts are.

The partner left with the child is encouraged by
Social Services to believe the allegations, and if they
do not, the children can be taken into care, it being
reasoned that as they do not believe their partner is
guilty, they are no longer able to protect the children.
Another particular area of concern is that of Non
Accidental Injuries, (NAI). The parents are either sent
away from the hospital, under child protection
procedures, or allowed short supervised access only.
The child is put into care or Social Service arranges
kin-care-ship
The police also become involved and parents or
families are arrested and interviewed. Families are
regularly told they cannot use their own specialist
when going through the family court, although we
know of solicitors who challenge this and have access
to trusted medical specialists.
Legislation has tightened up family court proceedings
by ensuring that the minimum necessary hearings
take place. Hearings must now be confined to stark
or discreet issues to be concluded early.
Courts cannot be used for social care assessment. If
two hearings are required it should be part of the
brief laid before the court in the main body of
evidence.
Children may be taken at birth. The Social Services
use old history to take the child. John Hemmings MP
for Birmingham and part of Justice for Families is
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- all the scenarios I have highlighted bring stress and
cause family breakdowns of innocent people.
Nor is there any recompense through the Criminal
Injuries Compensation Authority. Those found not
guilty are told they have been cleared! “Now you can
get on with life!”
The family has also been through a stressful time
with partners continuing to work where possible,
children going to school and if identified publically in
the press, having neighbours and school friends
ridicule and criticise them. Families can often be the
hidden victims?
A retired judge asked my colleague who was
supporting an individual in court how he knew they
were innocent? He replied by observing that they
had not had a trial.
One might equally ask why the accusers are allowed
to be called ‘victims’ before any investigation takes
place, and well before trial, as is often the case in the
language used by the previous and present directors
of the CPS.
Stay strong!
Margaret Gardener
FASO Director
www.false-allegations.org.uk
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Natalie Smith and Hilary Doherty
Criminal Defence Specialists
ITN Solicitors
Criminal allegations can devastate your life and ruin your career.
As criminal law specialists we will do everything possible
to defend you and your reputation.
Whatever stage your case has reached, we can be contacted on
07796 541 340 or 0208 6934 775
nsmith@itnsolicitors.com or hdoherty@itnsolicitors.com
www.defendingfalseallegations.co.uk
ITN Solicitors, No 5 The Office Village, 4 Romford Road, Stratford London E15 4AE.
Irvine Thanvi Natas is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. SRA number 383444.

Chris Saltrese Solicitors
mail@chrissaltrese.co.uk

www.chrissaltrese.co.uk/

Chris Saltrese Solicitors is a law firm providing a
premium service in representing clients accused of sexual offences
and domestic violence, in criminal proceedings.
We have unrivalled expertise in these areas, both regionally and nationally.
Many of our clients face allegations as a result of domestic or relationship disputes,
contact disputes, mental health problems, financial incentives
and have no prior experience of the criminal justice system.
Often these allegations involve uncorroborated, historic allegations.
In this complex area specialist legal advice and representation is vital
especially as recent changes in the law, designed to convict genuine offenders
also put the innocent at greater risk of injustice.
We particularly welcome carers, teachers and health care professionals
Who have been accused of abuse and are likely to be subject to
a criminal investigation.
Where allegations have been made we would be happy to advise,
whether or not criminal investigations are underway.
For further information please contact
Christ Saltrese Solicitors
13 Scarisbrick New Road
Southport PR8 6PU
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FACTion
FACTion is published four times annually and is freely available all online readers. Printed copies are available to
members/associates/students for which we request a contribution of £10 per annum to cover printing & postage. Printed
copies are available free to serving and former falsely accused prisoners.
As well as those who have suffered miscarriages of justice, we welcome enquiries from anyone interested in and/or
supportive of our work, including academics, lawyers, politicians, journalists, students and any professional involved in the
care of children and vulnerable adults.
We invite original articles, poetry, cartoons, photos, letters, obituaries, &c. for publication. Items must be copyright-free
or have the owner’s written permission to publish. Submissions are included at the sole discretion of the Editor. Copyright
remains the property of the author(s). Contact details must be provided but names may be changed upon request.
Articles published in FACTion do not necessarily reflect the views or policy of the Editor or of FACT as an organisation.
FACT is a voluntary organisation and gains income solely from membership subscriptions, sponsorship, donations and
magazine/website advertising. If you would would like to include an advertisement or sponsor an edition of FACTion please
contact the Editor.

FACT Helpline: 0843 289 2016

Whilst we are unable to give legal advice we do offer support to professionals in positions of trust facing false allegations,
charges and/or convictions, or those found innocent but suffering problems resulting from associated public hysteria &
rumour. We also offer support to family members and friends. Calls cost about 5p per minute from a BT landline but may
vary on other networks and may be much higher when using a mobile phone.

Postal Address: FACT, 83 Ducie Street, Manchester M1 2JQ
Website: www.factuk.org Twitter: follow@factukorg
Articles for Publication in FACTion: faction@post.com Editor Mark Parry at faction.editor@gmail.com
Contact Addresses
Chairman: Nicholas Griffin at npg123@hushmail.co
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Gold, Frankincense & Marijuana!
Children and parents were gobsmacked as Santa Claus was taken
away in a police riot van following a Christmas parade in Aberdare.
Wales Online reported that children were left in tears as they saw
Father Christmas taken off in a police van. Parent, Jade Hughes
from Maerdy said, “There were a lot of tears…it left a lot of children
upset because they thought he had been arrested.” He suggested
that choosing a police riot van to transport Santa may have been a
mistake. Hmm, I wonder if Rudolf had a flashing red nose & siren?
Santa had a bad Yuletide. In California, USA he was arrested with
Mrs Claus and 7 elves after protesting against fracking, whilst in
Pennsylvania he was arrested for distributing gifts of marijuana. No
Santa… not pot but chimney pot! Perhaps Santa feeds his reindeer
weed to help them to to fly! A gift that would even put a smile on
the face of Mr Ebenezer Scrooge. “Bah, Yo-ho-ho Dude!”

Humbug!

You’re
under
arrest!

Was Christmas 2014 Arrestful One?
No Photo’s of Jesus, Mary & Joseph… or even the ass!

I hope those
shepherds have
been DBS
checked

I’ve never quite understood
the ban on parents taking
photos during school nativity
plays when they appear in
local newspapers during the
following weeks.

Joseph
too - he’s
not the
real dad

I’m not breastfeeding him with
you lot watching

I think we need an
RSPCA check!
Good! It would put me
off my Farage-style
lamb cutlets.

Christmas 2014 saw 1 in 6
schools applying such a ban.
One-third of schools asked
parents to sign agreements
stating that they will not post
their photos on social media
sites like Facebook, yet many
schools included them on their
own websites!
Has safeguarding gone mad?
At the same time we are
telling children that a bearded
stranger wearing red will visit
them in their bedrooms whilst
they’re asleep! s
Ssssh! Don’t mention Herod.

Let the Editor know if you come across any unusual, amusing and
strange legal news stories
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